MEASURED HEALTHY INDOOR AIR QUALITY

Moxy Chelsea is equipped with a state-of-the-art mechanical system that continuously monitors, disinfects and purifies the air you breathe.

Moxy Chelsea is taking a proactive step, providing measured, healthy indoor air quality, and ensuring that the air you breathe has a positive impact on your health and wellness. By implementing AtmosAir Solutions’ air purification and monitoring technology, Moxy Chelsea contributes to better health by restoring air to its natural state where no pollution or contaminants exist.

- Reduces the spread of airborne viruses & bacteria missed by typical filtration systems
- Continuously measures indoor air quality and provides Measurably Cleaner Air™
- Provides indoor air quality monthly reporting and data

BETTER FOR YOU, BETTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

Moxy Chelsea has implemented air treatment and air monitoring technology to more efficiently control the building’s energy spend and Green House Gas emissions. All members benefit from significant energy savings and optimized air quality.